Remarks by spokesman of Islamic Emirate regarding propaganda of Tolo television

In the series of devilish conspiracies, Tolo television has published a report referencing an outlet that a senior leader of Islamic Emirate has said that there are up to 3000 foreigners but they are not allowed to carry out activities against other countries.

We categorically reject this report as well as any such unfounded allegation against any leader of Islamic Emirate.

Devil circles, by publishing such rumors on demand of intelligence agencies, try to invent different sides and spread fear in these sensitive moments.

Islamic Emirate assures all sides that no foreigners exist in Afghanistan. After the Americans, citizens of all countries who came to Afghanistan for jihad against Soviet Union returned due to war and other problems.
After that no one came to our country and no one is allowed to misuse our soil.
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Remarks by Spokesman of Islamic Emirate concerning false report by Reuters about the ongoing meeting in Abu Dhabi

No chance of meeting representatives of Kabul administration in Abu Dhabi

Brief report at meetings in A